Abstract. This paper proposes conceptual model which can be used to facilitate the discovery, integration and analysis of environmental data in cancer-related risk studies. Persistent organic pollutants were chosen as a model because of their persistence, bioaccumulation potential and genotoxicity. Part dealing with cancer risk is primarily focused on population-based observations encompassing a wide range of epidemiologic studies, from local investigations to national cancer registries. The proposed model adopted multilayer hierarchy working with characteristics of given entities (POPs, cancer diseases as nomenclature classes) and couples "observation -measurement" as content defining classes. The proposal extends formally used taxonomy applying multidimensional set of descriptors including scores of measurement validity and precision. This solution has the potential to aid multidisciplinary data discovery and knowledge mining. The same structure of descriptors used for environmental and cancer part enables the users to integrate different data sources recognizing their methodical origin, time & space coordinates and validity.
1. retrospective exploitation of data sources and their description in discovery process 2. prospective arrangement enabling effective electronic data capture in future From the viewpoint of informatics, environmental risk assessment can be characterized as processing of heterogeneous data leading to probabilistic estimation of some uncertain (prospective approach) or on the other hand relatively certain (retrospective approach) risk event. Main complications that hamper progress in this field are highlighted in the following list:
1. Extremely wide range of data types and structures in environmental studies 2. Insufficient metadata description and standardization 3. Lack of well established repositories based on standardized protocols which is in strong contrast to methodical progress in environmental and medical sciences 4. Variability of technologies, coding and reporting systems used by different research groups 5. Growing number of small and not adequately published and described studies, which however produce valuable and important data. Especially last point deserves special attention. Growing number of studies is not accompanied with adequate progress in information technologies and in practical implementations of SW tools [3, 4] . It inevitably results in publishing of nonconsistent outcomes with ad hoc data management support. To discover such broadly heterogeneous data we need consensus on data and metadata standardization, but it itself is not enough. We need sufficiently complex conceptual models, advancing development of formal ontologies over environmental and epidemiological data capture systems.
Although there are some usable standardizing concepts already published (Ecological Metadata Language) 1 [5, 6] , they are not extensively used in practice or there is a lack in support in data capture systems. Environmental data collection is still subjected to research in the informatics field [7, 8] . In cancer research, we can take the advantage of accessible nomenclature standards like Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) 2 , the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) 3 , and the National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCIT) 4 . Several consistent attempts to design ontologies functional for cancer treatment and management have also been published recently [9] .
Nevertheless, widespread support for ontology-based approaches is not implemented in the field ecological risk assessment [10] . However, interest in developing ontologies is growing, because new synthetic environmental analyses increasingly rely on access to a broad range of cross-disciplinary data sources and monitoring studies. The effective system should encompass not only structure and content of such data repositories, but also hierarchical architecture and mutual relationships among components [11] .
That is why we try to propose multidisciplinary conceptual model with ambition to discover and process data on environmental pollution and cancer risk using the same methodical template. Our principal aim is to support data integration across the geographical borders, disciplines and professional terminologies; as well as integration of newly gathered data with data already collected and archived.
Persistent organic pollutants as model for cancer risk studies
Nowadays, many environmental factors, both chemical and physical, are proved to be involved in causing cancer. In our proposal of conceptual data model for cancer risk studies, we took persistent organic pollutants (POPs) as a proper model namely due to the following reasons:
-POPs have become recently intensively studied due to their properties which represent remarkable risk for ecosystems and human population (persistence, bioaccumulation, carcinogenicity, genotoxicity). The ability to accumulate in human tissues together with persistence enable long term exposure of an individual, the effect of which is further enhanced by genotoxic impact. -Clear nomenclature of POPs which facilitates development of formal concepts based on well defined entities. -There are important international initiatives to control distribution and associated impacts of POPs; participating countries and institutions form growing family of potential users of developed informatics solutions. The decisions by the Conferences of the Parties to the Basel, Rotterdam and Stockholm conventions on enhancing cooperation and coordination among the three conventions invite Parties to coordinate their efforts when implementing the three conventions to ensure close cooperation among relevant ministries and programmes at the national levels [12] . Not all POPs are proved as direct carcinogens or co-carcinogens. There are several widely accepted systems reporting data on carcinogenicity (IARC: International Agency for Research on Cancer; US EPA: United States Environmental Protection Agency; ACGIH: American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, see also Table 1 ). Therefore, this property is an important classifier extending information content given by nomenclature itself.
Cancer epidemiology as endpoint in risk studies
Growing cancer burden affects visible proportion of worldwide population and logically attracts research interest. Furthermore, the era of personalized medicine put the cancer diseases to the position of primary target of IT support [13, 14] . Studies focused on cancer epidemiology address the virtual top of the system of cancer research. Cancer is however entirely multifactorial problem with its roots in molecular mechanisms inside the cells. Therefore, the main added value of IT is to facilitate integration of data acquired from multiple levels of investigation. The knowledge of mechanisms explaining cancer origin can mostly explain changes observed in the population level, or at least minimize the bias in interpretation.
Cancer-related environmental risk studies require very comprehensive data background. We typically evaluate probability of increased risk for a given population, typically exposed to some dangerous factor. Prospective studies work namely with laboratory data and estimate intensity of probable exposure pathways. Retrospective studies utilize accessible epidemiologic observations performed in a target area. Estimates of incidence, mortality or prevalence are employed as frequent en-points.
Most of the investigations studying harmful effect of chemicals on population cancer burden are designed as case control studies, which often determine their frequently inconclusive results. We can mention problems with mutual variations in outcomes of similar studies, insufficient power of accessible retrospective records on individual environmental exposures, lack of biomarkers reflecting stages of the carcinogenic process or problems with sufficiently long time series of observation [15, 16] . Origin of analyzed data, precision and validity of measurements are therefore very important attributes to be followed in these studies.
Proposed conceptual model and reasoning of its structure
Here we proposed simplified conceptual model that should broaden our capability for understanding the validity, content and relevance of the data coming from environmental and epidemiologic monitoring ( Table 1 ). The adopted concept should support scientists in mapping of cancer-risk. The proposed model is based on hierarchically layered architecture providing different levels of classifiers or properties of homologous entities as well as scoring of data origin. The model works with three principle layers:
1. Entities (POPs or cancer diagnoses) defined on the basis of internationally standardized nomenclature systems. The level is linked with classifiers, i.e. given properties extending the nomenclature and filtering homologous groups of entities. 2. Observation -measurement level and its descriptors, focused namely on time & space coordinates, methodical attributes, measured endpoints, reference benchmarking of their value and validity scoring. 3. Content identification describing employed measures, units and precision estimates. Important principles applied in conceptual model construction are further summarized here:
1. Reduction of the number of object properties is important and practical; when necessary, the set of attributes can be expanded before specifically designed data discovery. Too many object properties cannot be utilized efficiently in retrospective exploitation of the resources. 2. Any relevant data discovery must reflect heterogeneity of experimental and methodical approaches at ecosystem and population level. That is why type of the study or data resource is obligatory attribute among the observation descriptors.
3. A measured value cannot be interpreted without reference to a defined/known measurement standard or reference benchmarks. Both internal reference norms (e.g. self-benchmarking of time series data) and external benchmarks (e.g. background concentration levels or limits, hygienic norms, detection limit of applied method, international epidemiologic burden) are used. 4. Descriptors of measures must fulfill obligatory Measurement Standard, i.e. the units, scales and lists of attributes defining origin of the measures (e.g. examined matrix, sampling methods, investigated population, cohort, demographic selection etc.) We proposed the same discovery template for POPs and cancer resources as it is summarized in Table 1 . From the first step, we must categorize the key subjects, i.e. POPs and cancer diagnoses. At this obligatory tier, internationally validated nomenclature is recommended and summarized in Tables 2 and 3 . The subsequent tiers gradually unravel attributes important for interpretation of cancer risk studies (e.g. carcinogenicity of POPs, malignant/benign classification of cancers, data origin in terms of study design, etc.). These layers form multidimensional descriptive space which is significantly more robust than any single formal classification. This minimizes the probability of missing or omitting of some important facts and protects the solution against selection bias or misinterpretation.
The same template used for POPs and cancer risk enables the IT tools to integrate these data resources. The relevance of the integration process relies on the ability to determine if two values (studies) are compatible, not only in time and space coordinates. Description of model levels in table 1 implies interdisciplinary interactions of classifiers extending the nomenclature (e.g. "carcinogenic compound x malignant neoplasm"), observation -measurement validity identifiers (e.g. long-term national monitoring of POPs x national cancer registry) and mutually related observation-measurement (e.g. trend in POPs concentration in food chains vs. disease specific mortality due to GIT cancers). The most important added value of the model is the capability to determine if two data sets can be either fully or partially merged or mutually related once they are discovered. To decide it, the system undertakes important steps in all levels of proposed architecture:
1. The system must control relevance and compatibility at the taxonomic level (nomenclature) and in space & time localization of data resources 2. Identified data resources must be assessed if, and at what semantic resolution, the data are compatible (level of classifiers and/or extending descriptors like type of the study, etc.) 3. Finally, the measurement standards for the mutually related environmental and epidemiologic endpoints have to be controlled for compatibility (units, scales, reference benchmarking, methodical origin). Obviously, not all descriptors must be necessarily fulfilled in all data discovery sessions, sometimes the uncertainty is too high. Different situations give to different tiers different weights. For example, the situation is thoroughly different if someone needs well designed retrospective or prospective assessment than if it is sudden catastrophic situation like exposure due to industrial accident where we must in first line mitigate the immediate effects. Moreover environmental factors cannot necessarily impact upon human population is some isolated system, highly probably they interact with other harmful effects associated with life style, occupational factors and relating exposures causing probable carcinogenic synergies. It complicates the interpretation of population risk studies where precise and standardized description of input data is becoming a key step limiting the relevance of reached outcome.
Projection of proposed conceptual model to data standards
The quality of conceptual model determines its utility for assisting in data discovery and information searching. However, the applicability of any such model strongly depends on quality of description and content of processed data sets. That is why, we should insist on minimized, but obligatory database components, i.e. limited number of entities and their descriptors. Minimized data model as standard can be used both retrospectively (scoring of validity and usefulness of discovered resources) and prospectively (when designing new data capture systems). Proposed conceptual model intrinsically encompasses these obligatory items:
1 The system allows any type of reasonable extension; additional properties may be added on demand. However, minimized data standard ensures accessibility of key information namely in Measurement level of the model; i.e. when and where measurements were recorded, who recorded each measurement, the methodology of measurements, study design and aim. In this way the model can improve data visibility to search engines and enables greater levels of automation of common data transformation, summarization and integration.
Proposed conceptual model also contributes to widely recommended discovery of data based on the concepts they really represent [10, 17, 18] . In contrast to formal frameworks usually published with focus on one discipline [11, 19] our model presumes search which exploits relationships between classes within environmental and human data sets as well as interdisciplinary relationships between the two areas. The concept supports development and formalization of ontologies, relevant for both environmental sciences and cancer epidemiology.
Ontology should represent the knowledge in a domain of interest, defined via the terminology (concepts, nomenclature) used within the domain and the properties and relationships among domain objects [20] . This concept is fully implemented in the model proposed here; the nomenclature baseline is extended by selected descriptors with defined dependencies. It is a formal framework for observational studies where we adopted structured approach recognizing key entities (nomenclature classes) in the 1 st level and their characteristics (classifiers) important for the cancer risk studies.
Second level consists of measurements and their characteristics, i.e. validity criteria, origin of data, etc.. Third level covers content identification, namely values and units, scales.
Impact of proposed data model on data processing and analysis
Population studies focused on cancer risk are complex and require processing of highly diverse data. Even if we can get adequate data sources accessible for analyses, it is often difficult to select the best approach how to mutually relate measured factors; mostly our later analytic steps assume some specific input or data aggregation from the preceding measurements. That is why the data structure must be well defined but at the same time, flexible enough to reflect a wide range of possible hypotheses.
Regarding heterogeneity of environmental problems, no unique, definitely the best model can be recommended. Of course, such system cannot be constructed retrospectively, on demand of running analyses. Baseline standardization proposed here in conceptual data model positively impacts upon analytical procedures, namely in the following three fields.  Hierarchical structure advances the data analysis. The proposed conceptual model intrinsically distinguishes hierarchy of levels and descriptors which facilitates implementation of tools focused on data analysis and knowledge mining. The position of nomenclature entities and measurements can be used to denote a wide range of entity characteristics (nominal or ordinal measures of existence, prevalence). Using the hierarchy of descriptors we can easily decide whether the data are useful for a particular analysis.
 Conceptual model supports robust reference comparison of values.
Regarding data analysis, very important attribute of the proposed model is incorporation of measurement level and its characteristics. Validity criteria reflect some precision measures as well as reference values or protocol standards. A measured value cannot be interpreted and analyzed without reference to a defined measurement standard.  Stratified analyses and integration of different data sources. Hierarchical relationships among nomenclature classes and descriptors also potentiate development of automated SW tools for comparison of values using different strata. For example we can summarize prevalence of some cancer according to site locations because the sites and their population provide context for observation of cancer load. Similarly, the sites and matrices provide a context for measurement of POPs exposure. Both summaries can be then interlinked using various time frames. The concept thus facilitates evidencebased data integration, reasoned by compatibility of interlinked values.
Proposed model has already been used and implemented in SW toolkit focused on data discovery over Czech National Cancer Registry (system SVOD 5 , [21] ) and on processing of data from various POPs monitoring networks (system GENASIS 6 ). Both information systems distinguish object entities (nomenclature items) and enable users to stratify accessible measures (content of resources) across a set o classifiers and methodically important attributes.
Conclusions and future challenges
In this study we proposed interdisciplinary conceptual model as a support of cancerrelated environmental risk studies. The model can be useful in basic characterization of data standards and context of observations, as well as for information search. The model intrinsically defines dependency of obligatory descriptors and hierarchy in nomenclature attributes and supports establishment of data repositories with respect to other meaningful dimensions like cancer-related properties of chemical compounds, origin of data, coding of extreme or unusual values, etc. Such repositories allow the scientists to work with functional properties of nomenclature entities and related measurements. Moreover, measurements are linked to internal and external reference benchmarks which subsequently facilitate data integration or summaries.
Of course, many barriers that limit interdisciplinary data discovery still remain. The problems refer intrinsically to the information reachable in observation studies and cannot be easily solved by informatics. In cancer risk assessment, it is hard to collect representative data in relatively short period of time. Timescales here are long and the ability to switch a system to more complex level is limited by cost and organizational constraints. It is mostly not possible to carry out adequate assessment of the large scale systems with techniques that have been successful in smaller systems with limited heterogeneity.
Therefore, completely new methodical and experimental approaches are needed, especially those introducing novel, more sensitive and specific indicators. Population monitoring using methods of molecular epidemiology combined with reliable data on exposure offers such new powerful approach to determine the effect of genotoxic agents on human populations [16] . Study on the genetic polymorphism that can be a risk indicator for cancer development is a newly occurring stream in environmental sciences [22] . This methodical progress is making possible the collection and organization of biological informatics at an unprecedented level of detail and in extremely large quantities.
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RESOURCE IDENTIFICATORS
Obligatory descriptors identifying institution (project) which guarantees the data (mostly also as owner of the resource content). In already closed resources, the identification is supplied with overall time/ space description.
OBJECTS -KEY ENTITIES

NOMENCLATURE
Internationally used nomenclature of POP compounds (UNEP, 2010) -see Table 2 . System allows selection of individual compounds and their groups.
OBJECT CLASSIFIERS
Categorized classifiers derived from external (encyclopedic) sources of information. Classifiers define groups but can be used also for scoring of individuals. Classifying criterion is linked to the individual compounds and/or to their groups.
Carcinogenicity
Attribute extending recognition of nomenclature classes, coded as no/yes/suspected. Code is directly interlinked with individual compounds. There are several international database sources of this information (IARC/US EPA/ACGIH) -see table 1.
Reference concentration values
Internal (time series analysis, background values) and/or external reference benchmarks. The classifier is coupled with given entity (compound), typically with direct link to matrix sampled and method used.
OBSERVATION -MEASUREMENT (OM) TIME & SPACE COORDINATES
Obligatory attributes, also proposed as inescapable items of any data standard. Obligatory identification of observation -measurement, necessary for interpretation of measured values. Measured entities select nomenclature items which are examined in given environmental matrix (soil, sediment, water, air, biota). Experimental unit identifies context of measured values (microsamples within site, site -single sample, site -mixed sample, sample mixed across sites). Sampling and analytical methods fulfill minimized list of items which follows standardized norms and guidelines.
Measured entities
Matrix Experimental unit Sampling methods Analytical methods
CONTENT
Measures Content of the resource, in case of POPs mostly concentration levels in internationally standardized unit scales. Precision measures include sample variability (in concentration units) or detection limits of performed analytical methods.
Units Precision measures
1b. Resources of cancer epidemiology and risk
CONCEPTUAL MODEL -LEVELS DEFINITION & COMMENT
RESOURCE IDENTIFICATORS
Obligatory descriptors identifying institution (project) which guarantees the data (mostly also as owner of the resource content). In already closed resources, the identification is supplied with overall time/ space /population description.
OBJECTS -KEY ENTITIES
NOMENCLATURE
Internationally guaranteed system of classification of diseasessee Table 3 . "Cancer" is used in many synonymous terms: tumor, neoplasm, metastasis.
OBJECT CLASSIFIERS
Categorized classifiers derived from external (encyclopedic) sources of information. Classifying criterion is linked to the individual cancer diagnosis and extent its information value Nomenclature subsystems (TNM classification)
Internationally standardized nomenclature of cancer diseases, based on ICD-O-3 as key system and ICD-10 as multi-component subsystem for identification of malignant neoplasms. 
